
Step 3 – Translation variant

Extract sense-annotated sentences

Extract sentence pairs from the parallel 

corpora and group them by source word 

and target word sense, using the synset 

lexicon built in Step 2b.

Associate the source sentences with a set 

of correct lexicalizations and a set of 

incorrect lexicalizations.

Apply additional filters

Part-of-speech filtering: only keep 

sentence pairs in which both the source 

and target words are tagged as NOUNs.

Corpus filtering: exclude sentences 

stemming from one of the WMT training 

corpora.

Domain annotation: split the senses into 

in-domain (<= 50% OpenSubtitles) and 

out-of-domain (> 50% OpenSubtitles).

Statistics:

The MuCoW test suite at WMT 2019:

Automatically harvested multilingual 

contrastive word sense disambiguation

test sets for machine translation

What is MuCoW?

MuCoW is a language-independent method for automatically building a lexical ambiguity 

benchmark for machine translation based on contrastive translation pairs.

MuCoW focuses on lexical ambiguity:

Words of the source language that have multiple translations in the target language, 

representing different meanings.

MuCoW comes in two variants:

The scoring variant covers 11 language pairs with a total of almost 240 000 sentence pairs.

The translation variant covers 9 language pairs with a total of 15 600 sentences.

The tools

BabelNet is a multilingual encyclopedic dictionary made up of about 16 million entries, 

called Babel synsets. Each Babel synset represents a meaning and contains all the 

synonyms which express that meaning in a range of different languages.

https://babelnet.org

SW2V is a neural model that learns word and synset embeddings in a shared vector 

space. http://lcl.uniroma1.it/sw2v

OPUS is a collection of translated texts from the web. http://opus.nlpl.eu

Eflomal is a fast and accurate word alignment tool that uses Gibbs sampling with a 

Bayesian extension of the IBM models. https://github.com/robertostling/eflomal

Step 1

Identify ambiguous source words and their 

translations

Apply the Eflomal word alignment tool on a collection of 

parallel corpora from OPUS:

Books, EU Bookshop, Europarl, MultiUN, News-

Commentary, OpenSubtitles, SETIMES, Tatoeba, TED

Example: English words aligned to German Eingabe

Step 2a

Cluster target words via BabelNet

Query BabelNet with each ambiguous source word.

Take the intersection of the alignment-inferred target 

words and the BabelNet-inferred target words.

Step 2b

Refine sense clusters with sense embeddings

Associate each Babel synset with its SW2V embedding.

Compute pairwise cosine similarities between synsets.

Merge them if their similarity is higher than threshold γ.

WMT test suite results (Top 3 per direction)

Step 3 – Scoring variant

Create contrastive sentence pairs

Extract sentence pairs from the parallel 

corpora and group them by source word 

and target word sense, using the synset 

lexicon built in Step 2b.

For each extracted sentence pair, a 

contrastive sentence pair is produced by 

replacing the target word in the target 

sentence by another lexicalisation from a 

different synset.

Statistics:

Evaluation results (accuracy):
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https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/MuCoW

Findings

Research systems perform poorly on out-of-

domain synsets, whereas online systems 

are more robust.

From-English directions show higher overall 

precision than to-English directions: less 

reliable encoder representations for 

morphologically rich languages?


